ATEC* BIODIGESTERS
INTERNATIONAL
Creating a world with access
to abundant energy & food by 2030

THE PROBLEM
Cooking Energy

Traditional cooking methods create multiple health and livelihood issues for families

1.5 days

per month
spent on
collecting wood

3 hours

per day spent on
household chores due
to inefficient cooking

• Economic & time burden
on households
• 90% of daily energy needs
in rural developing communities
is for cooking

Additional time required
to cook with wood adds up
to 25 weeks per year

$274

spent on average
for bottled gas
per year

• Inefficient daily tasks for women
places huge burden on the economic
situation of the household
• Price of wood has increased on an average
of 10% per year over the last five years

Cooking with wood kills 3.5 million
people per year, or 1 in 18 of all deaths
globally, mostly being women

Source: Shujog’s impact assessment interviews, International Energy Agency
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THE PROBLEM
Environment

Traditional cooking methods also translates
into environmental degradation

Fig 1. Intensity of total firewood consumption collected for cooking

85% of Cambodian wood consumption is used for domestic cooking.
The majority of this wood comes from unsustainable illegal logging,
translating to significant pressure on forests such as Cambodia (Fig 1):
In addition to deforestation, current livestock waste handling
practices of small scale farmer households are adding over 3 tons
of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions per household per year.

Fig 2. Woodfuel Consumption in Cambodia
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Source: GERES, Harnessing Biomass Energy in Cambodia, 17 September 2015
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THE PROBLEM
Sustainable Farming

Bad soil management is now one of the leading
risks to global food supply and farmer income

Soil degradation rates in Asia

Vulnerable farmers in many developing countries are being sold
on heavy chemical fertiliser use to achieve short term results –
at the cost of long term soil health. Not only is this causing risks
to global food supply, the yearly declining ROI of heavy chemical
use is leading farmers to financial hardship.
With current practices of chemical fertiliser overuse,
deforestation and climate change, all the world’s soils
could be degraded within 60 years

A chromatogram showing the change in soil health between a soil that had
chemical fertiliser over-use (before) and then with organic fertiliser inputs (after)
BEFORE

AFTER

62% of soils in Bangladesh, 41% in Cambodia and 40%
in Philippines are already classified as degraded.

Source: RegenAg, FAO Status of the World’s Soil Report, 2017
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WASTE
manure, kitchen

BIODIGESTER

BIOGAS

FERTILISER

THE SOLUTION
ATEC* Biodigester

Pioneering biodigester system
that provides both renewable
biogas and fertiliser
• A biodigester is a simple system that collects and
treats manure, human, kitchen and green waste and
effectively converts this into the valuable resources
of 500-1500L of biogas per day and 20 tons of
organic fertiliser per year.
• Each system only requires minimum 2 livestock
or 5kg of green waste per day in order to produce
enough gas for daily cooking needs
• Each ATEC biodigester is sold with a twin biogas
cookstove and rice cooker to provide an aspirational
product as an upgrade to their kitchen
• Each system conserves 75 tons of GHG emissions
over product lifetime
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MARKET CONSTRAINTS
TO DATE
If the impact is so high, why doesn’t every
farming household already have a biodigester?
Appropriate technology
Up to 90% of small scale farming
households can experience some
type of challenging environment
(seasonal flooding, high groundwater,
earthquakes, hurricanes) in which
traditional designs don’t work or
break easily.

Commercially scalable
Traditional brick designs rely on
masons who construct systems out
of brick and concrete (10+ working
days per system). While great for job
creation; quality control, after-sales
service and scalability are significant
barriers to reaching the market.

ATEC’s provisionally patented design is the
first to address both of these constraints
ATEC provides a system that can work in a variety of
challenging environments as well as being commercially
distributable through retail channels.
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THE PRODUCT

ATEC* Biodigester system has evolved
to meet customer requirements
Can be installed in areas that experience seasonal
flooding, high-groundwater, hurricanes and earth tremors
3.25m3 system for small scale and 10m3 system
for medium scale farms
Can be moved and/or on-sold by household as an asset
3 tons of carbon abated per unit per year,
75 tons per product per lifetime
Can be toilet connected to remove
up to 99% of harmful bacteria
Average household net income increase of $521 per year*
In a typical rural farming family scenario with 2 to 3
livestock, a Biodigester system can provide enough biogas
for all daily cooking needs, as well as high quality organic
fertiliser for 1.5 hectare of rice + vegetables.
*Source: Shujog ATEC impact assessment 2016

My kitchen is now cleaner, filled with the
delicious smell of the food I cook, and I no longer
have to try to find wood or buy gas.
Since using my ATEC’s biodigester, I am able to save
around $260 per year from my fuel expenses
Channeoun Kob, ATEC* Customer since 2016

CUSTOMER EFFECT
Better Cooking

EFFICIENCY

ATEC* biodigester is highly efficient and provides
significant cost savings for customers

BUTANE

LPG

High cost long term
Unsafe to use
High cost long term
Non-renewable

Economic
pressure
on households
High recurring
expenditure on
purchasing gas

Minimal direct
cost to collecting
woodfuel

Renewable & free gas everyday
Organic fertiliser
Cost savings of up
to $6K product lifetime

Pressure on forests
& environment
Significant time spent to
chop and gather woodfuel
Logging is outlawed
in Cambodia

SAVINGS
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CUSTOMER EFFECT
Improved farming

An ATEC* Biodigester system both
reduces the input costs for farmers
as well as improving crop yield by
up to 35%
• Average 20 tons of renewable organic fertiliser
for crops and vegetables each year, increasing
yield by 5-35%
• Depending on crop, chemical fertiliser can either
be completely replaced or reduced by half while
achieving better yield and quality
• ATEC* offers special promotions to incentivise
customers to build a bioslurry hut which can
store up to 6 tons of fertiliser for future use
• ATEC’s unique 5-step after-sales-service program
Through utilising the gas and fertiliser,
an average household payback period is 2 years.
With further training on fertiliser use, this can
reduce to as short a period as 12 months
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CUSTOMER SPREAD
IN CAMBODIA
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THEORY OF CHANGE

VISION

A world with access to abundant energy & food

MISSION

Scale to 5 countries and 1 million systems by 2030 to make a significant impact on the SDGs

VALUES

GOALS

WHERE
WE’LL SUCCEED

HOW
WE’LL SUCCEED

Human-centred

Partner to
successfully scale
to 5 countries

Continuous Innovation

World-class lean
value chain

Segment
Sub Segments

Market-wide
distribution
partnerships

Affordable products
that address key
market constraints

Mutual Benefit

Profitable,
impact-driven
business model

Employer
of choice

Decentralised biodigester systems
Small to medium scale farms

Market-wide
consumer
financing
partnerships

Cost effective,
quality
controlled
production

Green/kitchen household/small business waste

Technologydriven processes,
training and
performance

World-class after
sales service

Skilled,
values-driven
individuals
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MODEL

After-SalesService
Installation
& Finance

Distributor
• Logistics

Wholesaler
• Product package

Production

• Supply chain
management

• Tank: subcontractor,
ATEC* moulds

• Mobile-enabled CRM
and performance
management
(Commcare)

• Appliances:
Wusi in China

• Technical &
business training

• Retail presence

Promotion

• ATEC* Certified
Technician

• ATEC* trained
promotional staff

• MFI Partner
or Distributor
Financing

• Performance
managed through
Commcare

• 5 touch-point
program: 90 days
• 2 year warranty

• Targeted facebook
campaigns

Partnerships are key to allow scalability, knowledge
integration and ATEC*/partners to focus on core competencies.
Green indicates ATEC* managed components, orange is shared
responsibility with partner, blue is fully partner outsourced

GOVERNANCE
AND TEAM

Ben Jeffreys
CEO

Socheat Cheng
General Manager

Pech Phat
Finance & Operations Director

Pavi Kirupakaran
Lead Engineer

Strategic leader with over
12 years experience in managing
teams across social enterprise,
international development and
corporate sectors. Previous roles
include National Development
Manager at SSE, Product
Development Manager at Oxfam
and Regional Sales Executive
at Westfield Ltd. Ben also has
a Bachelor of Business with first
class honours from Queensland
University of Technology.

Socheat has 15 years experience
in social enterprise, sales and
marketing within Cambodia.
Previous roles include Business
Advisor to Rotati Co Ltd, Sales
Trainer at PSE, and Business
Development Executive at EDI.
Socheat has an BA in English and
is currently completing an MBA at
Norton University.

Pech has 12 years experience in
finance and administration across
private sector business and NGOs.
Previous roles include Finance
Manager at PSE, Finance Officer
at MAS and Accounting Officer
at Universal Standard English
School. Pech has previously run
his own business, has a bachelor
of business in Finance, certificate
in Cambodian Taxation and
an MBA in General Management

Pavi has 5 years experience in
engineering across a variety
of fields as well as a Bachelor
of Mechanical Engineering
from University of Melbourne.
Previous role include Reliability
Engineer at Visy.

Board
Phil Clark | Company Director, Phil Clark & Associates
Liz Brown | Director, Hypatia's Playground
Loic de Fontaubert | Investment Director, Engie Rassembleurs d'Energies
Corinne Wallis | Manager, PWC Australia
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Dan Fitzgerald | CIO, Small Giants
Iris Silva Brito | Lecturer, ACAP
Christian Nielsen | Executive Director, Live & Learn Environmental Education
Heidi Michael | CEO, Engineers Without Borders Australia

PARTNERS
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KEY MILESTONES
& RECOGNITION
• US$1m Series A for scaling-up Cambodia –
abreak-even forecast end of 2019
• 12 distributors in Cambodia, 600 units
installed during pilot phase, 98% customer
satisfaction (SNV, 2018)
• Units installed in Cambodia, Myanmar,
Indonesia, PNG & Thailand.
• Worldwide Patent lodged with WIPO 2017
• 2018 UN Global Solutions Summit for the SDGs
social enterprise representative in New York.
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• Global Winner – CTI PFAN 2017
• Google Impact Challenge Winner 2016
• Australian Government Frontier Innovators
Winner 2018
• Sankalp Southeast Asian Social Enterprise
of the Year 2016
• Impact Investment Exchange ACTS 2017
• Social Pioneers Top 100 2017

SHUJOG IIX IMPACT
OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
Total $521/year + health + environment

Time
savings
ATEC biodigesters generate average time
savings of 3 hours per day (cooking) and
19 days per year (fuel collection) for each
farming household. This additional time is
typically used by women for childcare and
by men to engage in additional incomegenerating activities (mainly farming).

Annual
income
Each farming household experiences
an average annual income increase
of USD 207 from additional time for
income-generating activities.

Annual
savings
ATEC biodigesters enable average annual
cost savings of USD 213 per farming
household from avoided expenditure on fuel
and fertiliser. These cost savings can be used
to upgrade housing conditions and invest in
education, healthcare, improved nutrition,
loan repayment and other activities.

Crop
yield
Increased crop yield from use of bioslurry from ATEC biodigesters results
in an average annual income increase
of USD 101 per household.

Exposure
to indoor
air pollution
ATEC biodigesters remove kitchen
air pollution, enabling members of
the households (especially women) to
enjoy better health leading to increased
productivity and well-being.

CO2
emissions
Each ATEC biodigester
reduces 3 tons of CO2
emissions per year or 75 tons
over product lifetime.
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SCALING UP
Southern Asia

India
1.25b population
Home of biodigesters
with 4.5m units installed
to date
No product for flooded/
high groundwater areas.

Bangladesh

Myanmar
53.3m population
Largest cattle market in SE Asia,
no biodigester enterprises
10 x Pilot units installed

Vietnam
90m population
250k units
installed presently
No product for high
groundwater areas

163m population
Rural population
of 115 million, but
only 32k units to date
Main market restriction
is flooding and high
groundwater

South & Southeast Asia represents the highest potential growth
market globally – with both new markets and established markets
both ripe for disruption with ATEC’s innovative technology.
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Indonesia
250m population
Second largest
cattle market in SE Asia
Pilot units installed

SCALING UP
Global potential

China
72 million
potential farms

Sub-Saharan Africa
18.45 million potential farms

South &
Central America
8 million potential farms

South Asia
62 million potential farms

Southeast Asia
& Pacific
16 million
potential farms

Globally there are an estimated 205 million farms that fit biodigester requirements - majority
of these being in Asia. Additionally, the market for higher-margin eco-lifestyle household
kitchen/garden-waste systems in developed countries remains largely unexplored and untapped
Source: FAO, 2016. ATEC market analysis.
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THE ATEC* MISSION
To scale to 5 countries and 1 million
systems by 2030 to make a significant
impact on the SDGs

THE ATEC* VISION
A world with access
to abundant energy & food

ATEC*
IMPACT POTENTIAL
ATEC’s goal is to be the global
leader in the development of
the biodigester sector through
achieving 1 million systems by
2030 across 5 countries and
making a significant impact in
the SDGs.

9.5 trillion
litres of biogas

24.6 billion
hours freed up

produced (51 Million
MwH equivalent)

for more productive pursuits,
majority of this for women

With this goal, just ATEC’s units
alone are forecast to achieve
the following impact*:

Conserve
75 million tons
of GHG emissions

Removal
of kitchen
air pollution
for 5.3 million people

Conserve
5.4 million tons
of forest wood

Produce
1/2 billion kgs
of organic fertiliser

$12.4 billion
increase
in net income across
collective households through
savings, increased yield and
increased productivity time
(16xpayback)

*Based on Shujog IIX impact assessment 2016 and product lifetime of 25 years
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IMPACT ON
THE 2030 SDGs
$12.4 billion net income increase across
collective households through savings,
increased yield and increased productivity
time (16x payback)

9.5 trillion litres of biogas produced
(51 Million MwH equivalent)

Yield increase up to 35%

increase in income and productivity
of 5.3 million global poor either working
or relying on small scale farms

24.6 billion extra hours available for income
generating activities
Removal of kitchen air pollution
for 5.3 million people

Reduced reliance on unsustainable
chemical fertilisers
Improved soil conditioning for future generations

Health and time inequity improved as
majority of kitchen air pollution and time
spent collecting and preparing wood
undertaken by women.

75 million tons of GHG emissions conserved

Up to 99% of harmful bacteria removed
from animal and human waste (if toilet
connected)

Improving productivity by up to 35% for small scale
farmers who produce most of the world’s food
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5.4 million tons of forest wood conserved

Improving sustainable farming practices
for future generations

PARTNERING
FOR IMPACT SCALE
1

Organisations with
distribution channels
in target countries in
energy, agriculture or
other rural products

2

 rganisations
O
with consumer
financing channels
in target countries

3

Impact investors and
donors who share ATEC’s
long-term vision to achieve
multi-country, scalable
impact that will significantly
impact the SDGs

Australia
1, 40 Forest St Castlemaine VIC 3450
phone +61 418 347 822

Cambodia
33, St 510, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
phone +855 71 553 3196
info@atecbio.com
www.atecbio.com
facebook.com/atecbio

ATEC* Australia-International is an Australian registered proprietary limited
social enterprise founded by INGOs Engineers Without Borders Australia
and Live & Learn Environmental Education

